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Congratulations! You've just discovered the greatest fat loss process ever created in the health
and fitness industry. And today, you have in the hands the step-by-step program they use for
heading from 'lifetime dieter' to 'lifetime fat-burning up machine. After years of real-world
experimentation in the gym, and deep research into the science of how the human body can
achieve ultimate health, fitness specialists Jay Campbell and Jim Brown have successfully
helped a large number of men and women obtain toned, muscular, and world-class physiques.
While other intermittent fasting protocols deliver inconsistent benefits at best, their alternative
has been altered and tweaked to help everyone get rid of fat, from average Joe to elite fitness
rivals at the highest level.' It's called The Metabolic Blowtorch Diet plan. The Metabolic Blow
Torch Diet plan goes far beyond fast and efficient weight loss to deliver an excellent lifestyle
template that may teach you how to: Guarantee maximum muscle preservation and improved
definition Skyrocket your energy amounts to heights you didn't realize were possible Eliminate
your hunger cravings and food addictions once and for all Customize a diet plan and training
regimen for YOUR specific needs and goals, regardless of your fitness knowledge Supercharge
your mental focus for peak efficiency Improve your long-term wellness to live a life of power and
vigor If you would like the simplest, most effective protocol for maintaining very lower body fat
365 days a yr, the proven process found in The Metabolic Blow Torch Diet is your answer.
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I am on TRT therapy for a couple years now which program, that is extremely readable and
understand, finally took me to that more impressive range of fitness, happiness, and
togetherness.!! Save your valuable $$$ The book has “some” good information, but it’s nothing
that you can’t find by yourself on Intermittent Fasting on the internet (Google & YouTube). Also,
this book may be the most blatant exemplory case of advertisement for the Author’s websites
and subscription products that I've ever appear. In his phrases: MBTD is the real deal. It’s
shameful. I did so and also have made a full change in my body composition, fat/muscle tissue
distribution, and weight. Latest studies show that Metformin have already been linked to
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. Do your research, first. As a female, they recommend the
intermittent fasting for 14-15+ hours, that is VERY doable - last food at 8pm, start refeeding at
10am-12noon the next day. He loved it so very much he asked me to create this review. Then,
incorporate thirty minutes of cardio schooling M, W, F (HIIT, jumping rope, treadmill, or elliptical,
etc. The book is an instant read, and is full of useful actionable strategies and tactics. On
Sundays, I ate what I needed in moderation and walking and biked with my wife (who, btw, also
dropped 40 lbs making the same way of living switch). It took me six months to drop my excess
weight, nonetheless it was easy, no calorie counting, I was hardly ever hungry and my energy,
BP, Cholesterol, mood and concentration all improved in under 6 weeks. I did so this for 3 years
with an eventual full burnout of my adrenals. Watch YouTube videos on Intermittent Fasting and
the Paleo Diet instead. All of the best to you!! This book is an easy-to-read one and is an
extremely informative guide on what burning fat requires and why. NOT your bro-science, nice
potatoes, 1200 calorie consumption, starvation diet As a former fitness competitor, I have been
through the bro-science diet grind of white fish, sweet potatoes, 1200 calories, endless fasted
cardio and then blow out my cognitive ability (adding 2+1 was challenging), lethargic energy, but I
appeared great. Don’t buy this book. Cannot recommend this book plenty of for anybody that
has really stubborn surplus fat such as myself.This book takes of all of the cookie cutter bro-
science diets that's on multilple web sites and puts it to bed. This book goes the extra mile and
details exactly what you need to perform that. All supported by cited medical studies
throughout. Great read, filled with relevant info to accomplish supreme health IF, diet, and
resistance training are popular contributors to living a lifestyle full of health.I’ve been practicing
Intermitttent Fasting for several years now and also have lost over 65 lbs of unwanted fat and
kept it off (Incidentally, I’m 52 yrs . old and am in better form today than when I was 30). This,
coupled with many other sound dietary/exercise timing and quantity assistance, is giving me
amazing results and it's really only been one month. A++ A lot of info for health supplements
and promoting their various other courses to assist you be your best This is packed filled with
info on supplements (though they say you don’t have to use them if you don't really want to
maximize your fat cutting gains) they do add a workout and additional links to an individualized
exercise routine, calorie and natural supplements and various books of theirs . The diet program
is based upon traditional 5-6 meals a time for calorie intake blended with 14-21 hour fasts 3-5
days weekly. Cardio on fasting days (sometimes twice a time) and heavy excess weight routine
on non fasting times. So if your looking for a lot of the supplemental details and how to
implement fasting this would cover most of the basis to take what you like and leave the rest
after trying the concepts out. If you want the outcomes Jay and Jim describe, follow the protocol.
This book is an excellent guide to what seems to be the best fasting protocol for lean muscle
rentention and surplus fat loss.! In my first MONTH alone I saw even more midsection fat loss
than I typically would in 2 months of traditional carb cycling style diets. And that's coming from
someone which has a degree in exercise physiology, 3 schooling certifications and two



bodybuilding wins along with 2 decades in the fitness and well-being industry. I would
recommend the Metabolic Blowtorch to anyone at any level of fitness seeking to enhance their
health and physique! He was prompt to respond, and provided helpful actionable insight to me
on my issue. It’s easy, just eat good carbs (vegetables) and liver organ like chicken, seafood and
nuts (Paleo diet plan) in a 8 hour windows, while Fasting 16 hours a day (Intermitent Fasting). On
almost every other web page of the book, it appears, the Authors are eluding to info that you can
can get on their 90Times2Optimized or AdvanceForgedTraining sites where you’ll pay $297
each for the knowledge.) and weight training T, TH, SAT and you’ll loss all of the weight you
want. Impressive results very quickly period! Also, it is scary and harmful that the Authors are
recommending a prescription drug like Metformin in this book and neither of the Authors are
doctors. I have also connected with Jay online (twitter DM), due to some questions which came
up within my implementation of his process. This book works My hubby asked me to buy this
reserve for him. A sure fire way to get rid of fat! I possess bought all of Jay's books because of
the tangible results I got following MBTD process and the very best 1% customer service. started
the jpourney this book was part o f my growth and understanding the supplements are right on...
Extremely Informative I've heard of Intermediate Fasting plenty of times and this was more
informative with a lifestyle and training approach. Just what I was looking for! I've never received
this sort of personalized get in touch with from an writer post-purchase, but with Jay I did within
24 hours.! It really is incredibly detailed, which includes helped me immensely in figuring out
what I have been doing wrong for several years. Definitely not an extended term approach to
health and fitness. No PDF? Bought the sound but no accompanying PDF but it references the
PFF throughout the audio. Went to writers website to question it nonetheless it gets stuck on,
"I'm not really a robot." This is the perfect program!Clumsy advertising and badly written book!
Thanks a lot! I love that book jumps right into the process quickly so that you can hit the ground
running, and also outlining multiple bodytypes, variations by sex and age group. The authors
consider the approach of optimizing ALL silos of health: physical, mental, longevity, hormonal.
Best fat reducing book ever This book is amazing easy to fallow real life application and jay and
jim are real people with a genuine solution thx for everything guys you rock! I received a free
copy in advance and just purchased a copy aswell to pass on to others.
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